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Abstract
The so-called standard model of everyday matter is a curious amalgam of non-
relativistic classical and quantum mechanics, and relativistic quantum field
theory: The spin-12 electrons are treated with the non-relativistic Pauli equa-
tion, the nuclei are treated in the Born–Oppenheimer approximation (i.e. their
positions are classical parameters in the Pauli equation for the electrons) —
though this is not necessary —, and the photons are treated with the quantized
electromagnetic Maxwell fields, minimally coupled to the Pauli spinors; in ad-
dition, there are classical electromagnetic “external” fields, minimally coupled
too. This paper inquires into a purely quantum-mechanical alternative to this
standard model of everyday matter. For convenience the Born–Oppenheimer
approximation and the classical “external” electromagnetic fields are kept,
but this can be relaxed. A quantum-mechanical model is developed which
reproduces the atomic and molecular energy spectra of the many-body Pauli
equation with Coulomb interactions and external electro- and magneto-static
fields (without putting these interactions in by hand), and which also describes
the emission of electromagnetic radiation / photons with the right frequencies.
Photons feature without invoking “second quantizing” the classical Maxwell
equations. The model also suggests that Lorentz covariance emerges through
a law of large numbers from a microscopic model which is not itself fundamen-
tally Lorentz covariant.
c©(2020) The author. Reproduction, in its entirety, for non-commercial purposes is permitted.
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1 Introduction
Dirac reportedly once said about the so-called standard model of “everyday matter”
that it covers all of the chemistry and most of the physics of systems from the size of
atoms and molecules all the way up on the number-of-particles scale to objects the
size of the moon. The scare quotes around everyday matter are there because atoms
and molecules are of course not a part of our everyday experience. Yet it is one
and the same model which gives equally accurate results for atoms, molecules, etc.,
as well as for objects the size of the moon. This standard model has also allowed
mathematical physics to prove quantum field-theoretical results which are out of
reach in QED; cf. [Fro¨h2004], [Spoh2004].
The name standard model in physics usually simply means that the model sets the
standard of accuracy and efficiency in computing quantitative answers to questions
concerning the subject matter of the model which are in essential agreement with
empirical data. Any such standard model typically consists of a patchwork of partial
theories, strung together.
In particular, the practically successful rules of the standard model of everyday
matter are a curious mix of non-relativistic classical and quantum mechanics, and
of relativistic quantum field theory: the spin-1
2
electrons are treated with the non-
relativistic Pauli equation; the nuclei are treated in the Born–Oppenheimer approxi-
mation, which means their positions are classical parameters in the Pauli equation for
the electrons; the photons are treated with the quantized electromagnetic Maxwell
fields, minimally coupled to the Pauli spinors; in addition, there are externally gen-
erated (applied) classical electromagnetic fields, also minimally coupled to the Pauli
spinors. Predictions extracted from the model are based on the usual measurement
axioms formulated by von Neumann [vNeu1932].
The non-relativistic quantum-mechanical Schro¨dinger–Pauli equation for elec-
trons and nuclei (the latter of which could be either effectively bosons or fermions)
is expected to be a reasonably accurate approximation to deal with the matter part
of the system. The energy densities of everyday matter are way below the matter-
antimatter pair creation threshold of the involved matter particles so that quantum
field-theoretical effects should be negligible for the matter part of the model.
The Born–Oppenheimer approximation for the nuclei is merely a convenient yet
unnecessary further simplification; the nuclear position degrees of freedom can easily
be included at the level of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics.
However, since the early works of Dirac and Jordan, it is widely believed that
the emission / absorption of photons by the atoms can only be described quantum
field-theoretically, cf. [Bohm1951], [Wein1995].
In this paper we inquire into a purely quantum-mechanical alternative to this
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standard model of atoms, molecules, etc., all the way up to objects as large as the
moon. For convenience we keep the Born–Oppenheimer approximation; yet again,
this can be relaxed. Our quantum-mechanical model can be easier controlled with
rigorous mathematical techniques, perturbatively as well as non-perturbatively, than
the standard model of everyday matter. It produces exactly the same atomic and
molecular (etc.) energy spectra as the many-body Schro¨dinger, respectively Pauli
equation with Coulomb interactions and external electro- and magneto-static fields,
yet also describes the emission of photons. Moreover, its physical predictions do not
require von Neumann’s measurement axioms of quantum theory.
An important point to emphasize is that photons appear naturally in our ap-
proach, without resorting to “second-quantizing” the classical Maxwell field equa-
tions. The photon emerges by analyzing Schro¨dinger’s 1926 findings from the per-
spective of Born’s 1926 re-interpretation of Schro¨dinger’s wave function, and by pur-
suing this lead to its logical conclusion. Of course, we do have the benefit of hindsight,
which allows us to recognize certain mathematical expressions for what they are, a
feat which would have been more difficult in 1926. Also, to have a viable many
particle theory requires the input of principles from many-body quantum mechan-
ics discovered after 1926, in particular that electrons are spin 1
2
fermions requiring
permutation-antisymmetric spinor wave functions evolved by a Pauli equation, and
that photons are spin 1 bosons, requiring permutation-symmetric wave functions.
Thus, and initially ignoring electron spin, we begin by recalling Schro¨dinger’s
“Ψ as matter wave” theory for a non-relativistic hydrogen atom coupled with the
classical actual electromagnetic fields, highlighting its initial successes and also its
ultimate failure. We also briefly recall some important elements of his “Ψ as matter
wave” theory for a non-relativistic spinless multi-electron atom. Next we recall Born’s
“Ψ as a probability amplitude” re-interpretation of Schro¨dinger’s formulas for the
charge and current densities and how he justified it with his “Ψ as a guiding field”
interpretation, which Born said was inspired by Einstein’s speculations that photons
are particles which are guided by the electromagnetic Maxwell fields. Einstein’s
ideas will also play a role in accounting for the photon into our model. Einstein’s
speculations also inspired de Broglie to interpret Schro¨dinger’s Ψ as a guiding field;
he postulated a guiding phase wave Φ even before Schro¨dinger’s equation for Ψ,
though without having a “wave equation for Φ,” then found his Φ in Schro¨dinger’s
Ψ through the polar presentation Ψ = |Ψ|eiΦ. De Broglie was the first who proposed
a guiding equation, a deterministic one that was later re-discovered by Bohm, who
developed the theory further. While Born himself did not propose a guiding equation,
he wrote that he was convinced that it had to be a non-deterministic equation. Such
a stochastic guiding law was eventually supplied by Nelson and further developed by
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Guerra et al. We will implement the deterministic law of de Broglie–Bohm, but a
stochastic (Born–)Nelson–Guerra law would seem to do just as well.
By analyzing Schro¨dinger’s calculations of the electromagnetic radiation produced
by solutions of his Ψ equation from the perspective of Born’s interpretation of Ψ we
deduce the existence of generalized electromagnetic fields which depend not only on
space and time, but also on the generic position variables of the electrons. The field
equations for the generalized electromagnetic fields can be put together easily. Next,
well-known results from classical electromagnetic field theory then suggest how to
couple the generalized electromagnetic fields back into Schro¨dinger’s equation. The
model not only produces the same Schro¨dinger spectra as used in the (accordingly
simplified) standard model of everyday matter, electron spin is easily accomodated
by working with the Pauli equation instead of Schro¨dinger’s spinless equation, in
which case the spectra agree with those of this standard model. Moreover, it also
describes emission of an electromagnetic radiation field with the right frequencies.
But those radiation fields are spread out and cannot explain the “clicks” of some
localized photon detector. At this point it becomes suggestive to change the per-
spective of the mathematical equations and interpret the radiation fields as actually
living on many particle configuration space, with the photon position being part of
the configuration space variables, and we propose a guiding equation for a photon.
This change of perspective now does have the potential of explaining localized de-
tector “clicks.” Moreover, it also suggests a re-interpretation of the empirial electron
charge and current densities as acting effectively like photon creation operators in
this model. This leads at once to a model of an atom coupled with many photons. Its
generalization to a system of many nuclei, electrons, and photons is straightforward.
Incidentally, photon annihilation still would seem to have to be deduced by a
compelling argument. In this vein, the model developed in this paper will likely have
to be modified / generalized further before it takes a putatively final form in which
it can compete with the standard model of everyday matter. All the same, the many
aspects which our tentative model gets exactly right already give us reason to be
optimistic that such a purely quantum-mechanical model is feasible.
We close with a brief discussion of how the model could be modified to account
for Lorentz covariance in the mean. This is perhaps the most intriguing upshot of
our work, that Lorentz covariance of the physical laws may hold only in the mean.
By a law of large numbers, whenever such holds, a many body system will essentially
behave like the mean, so that at the many-body level the special theory of relativity
emerges as an apparent law. Yet at a few-body level significant deviations may
appear, as demonstrated in Bell-type experiments.
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2 Matter wave theory of radiating atoms
Schro¨dinger’s notion of “matter waves” Ψ coupled with the (classical) electromag-
netic fields ultimately leads to the (neo-)classical Schro¨dinger–Maxwell system, which
is not a physically adequate system of equations of a few-electron atom coupled with
electromagnetic radiation. Yet, fortunately he worked at first with a truncated sys-
tem which produced the well-known striking results that became part of textbook
QM. Since these results are important stepping stones on our way to a coherent
quantum mechanics of electrons, nuclei, and photons, we briefly recall them below.
2.1 Hydrogen
We first work with the non-relativistic Schro¨dinger equation for a hydrogen atom,
deferring spin and the Pauli equation to a later section. Like Schro¨dinger, we treat it
first in isolation from the electromagnetic radiation fields, switching on the cou-
pling subsequently in a perturbative manner, then address the non-perturbative
Schro¨dinger–Maxwell system.
Schro¨dinger’s equation for the “matter wave” function Ψ(t, s) ∈ C of an electron
of mass me and charge −e in the Coulomb field of a point proton of charge e, fixed
at the origin, is found in every quantum-mechanics textbook; it reads [Schr1926d]
i~∂tΨ(t, s) =
1
2me
(− i~∇s)2Ψ(t, s)− e2|s|Ψ(t, s). (1)
Here, ∂t =
∂
∂t
, while ∇s is the gradient operator w.r.t. the space vector s ∈ R3,
and ~ is Planck’s constant divided by 2π. Schro¨dinger [Schr1926a] found that (1)
has ∞ many bound state solutions of the type Ψn,ℓ,m(t, s) = e−iEnt/~ψn,ℓ,m(s), with
ψn,ℓ,m(q) = Rn,ℓ(r)Y
m
ℓ (ϑ, ϕ) (see the Appendix), with n ∈ N and ℓ ∈ {0, ..., n − 1}
and m ∈ {−ℓ, ..., 0, ..., ℓ}, and where En = EBohrn are the familiar Bohr energies of
hydrogen (in Born–Oppenheimer approximation),
EBohrn = −
1
2
e4me
~2n2
. (2)
Schro¨dinger next proposed that his matter wave Ψ produces the electron’s charge
and current densities, as follows. With ℑ meaning imaginary part and ∗ mean-
ing complex conjugate, he showed [Schr1926d] that ̺(t, s) := Ψ∗(t, s)Ψ(t, s) and
J(t, s) := ~
me
ℑ (Ψ∗∇Ψ) (t, s) jointly satisfy the continuity equation
∂t̺(t, s) +∇s · J(t, s) = 0, (3)
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so that
∫
R3
̺(t, s)d3s is conserved if it is finite initially. Equation (3) affirmed
Schro¨dinger in his belief that the electron charge density at the space point s at
time t is ρel(t, s) = −eΨ∗(t, s)Ψ(t, s), and that −e ~meℑ (Ψ∗(t, s)∇sΨ(t, s)) is the
electron’s electric current vector density jel(t, s), for obviously this identification
satisfies the electron charge conservation, viz.
∂tρel(t, s) +∇s · jel(t, s) = 0, (4)
which we should have. Since the charge density of an electron, ρel, has to integrate
to −e, this requires the normalization ∫
R3
̺(t, s)d3s = 1.
After having recovered the Bohr energy spectrum of hydrogen, his formulas for
ρel and jel now yielded another important result: computed with the general bound
state solution of (1), viz.
Ψ(t, s) =
∑
n∈N
e−iEnt/~
n−1∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=−ℓ
cn,ℓ,mψn,ℓ,m(s), (5)
his putative charge and current densities are sums of terms which oscillate harmon-
ically with the Bohr angular frequencies ωn,n′ =
1
~
(En′ − En) for hydrogen. And
so, when using ρel(t, s) and jel(t, s) as source terms in the inhomogeneous Maxwell
equations for the electromagnetic fields of the electron,
−∂tEel(t, s) + c∇×Bel(t, s) = 4πjel(t, s), (6)
∇ ·Eel(t, s) = 4πρel(t, s) , (7)
coupled with the homogeneous equations
∂tBel(t, s) + c∇×Eel(t, s) = 0 , (8)
∇ ·Bel(t, s) = 0 , (9)
the electric field Eel(t, s) and the magnetic induction field Bel(t, s) which solve these
Maxwell equations are also sums of fields which oscillate with the same Bohr hydro-
gen frequencies, plus an arbitrary vacuum field solution. This is a striking result,
which Bohr — not in possession of a dynamical theory — could only obtain from
his hydrogen energies EBohrn by invoking Planck’s postulate △E = hν; Schro¨dinger
obtained it from the dynamical equations, no extra postulate needed.
The problem is that this calculation says that the hydrogen atom is oscillating
forever with the superposition of its eigenmodes, and likewise the electromagnetic
radiating goes on forever. This is not surprising, for the feedback loop from Maxwell’s
equations for Eel,Bel into Schro¨dinger’s matter wave equation for Ψ is absent.
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Schro¨dinger next used minimal coupling to inject Eel,Bel into the matter wave
equation for Ψ. Thus he introduced the potentials (φel(t, s),Ael(t, s)) of the elec-
tromagnetic fields Bel(t, s) and Eel(t, s), which are solutions to the inhomogeneous,
linear partial differential equations
−1
c
∂tAel(t, s)−∇sφel(t, s) = Eel(t, s) (10)
∇s ×Ael(t, s) = Bel(t, s). (11)
Note that these two equations comprise an evolution equation for Ael, given Eel and
φel, plus a constraint equation for Ael, given Bel. Another equation is needed, for
φel. A compelling choice from the perspective of relativity is the Lorenz gauge
1
c
∂tφel(t, s) +∇ ·Ael(t, s) = 0, (12)
which is an evolution equation for φel; also the Coulomb gauge condition ∇s ·Ael = 0
is popular, although it is not Lorentz co-variant. Aside from demanding that all fields
decay to zero when |s| → ∞ together with their derivatives, we need initial data for
Ael and for φel, but let’s not digress.
The minimal-coupling substitution for energy E 7→ E + eφel and momentum
p 7→ p + 1
c
eAel for a test electron with charge −e, known from classical mechanics
of the motion of point charges in given electromagnetic fields, changes (1) into
(i~∂t + eφel(t, s)) Ψ(t, s) =
1
2me
(−i~∇s + ecAel(t, s))2Ψ(t, s)− e2|s|Ψ(t, s). (13)
By inserting some electromagnetic potential fields with simple periodic time depen-
dence sin(ωn,n′t) Schro¨dinger was able to estimate that indeed the solution of (13)
will show a resonance and consist predominantly of a superposition of the eigenmodes
for En and En′. However, the solution of (13) will not end up in the ground state of
(1), and the atom will not stop radiating, by his computation.
A non-perturbative treatment of the Schro¨dinger–Maxwell system of equations,
consisting of Schro¨dinger’s (13) and the electromagnetic potential equations (10),
(11), (12), plus Maxwell’s equations (6)–(9), now with the electron current vector
density jel(t, s) = −eℑ
(
Ψ∗[ ~
me
∇ + i e
mec
Ael]Ψ
)
(t, s) pertinent to minimal coupling
between Ψ and (φel,Ael), is expected to yield emission of an electromagnetic wave at
the expense of the electron-proton system’s energy. Unfortunately, the details of this
process do not yield physically acceptable results. For instance, the ground state in
this model corresponds to Ael ≡ 0 and φel the electrostatic Coulomb potential of ρel,
which turns equation (13) into the nonlinear eigenvalue problem
− ~2
2me
∆sψ(s)− e2|s|ψ(s) + e2
∫
R3
1
|s−s′| |ψ|2(s′)d3s′ψ(s) = Egψ(s), (14)
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with Eg < 0. Since the last term at the left-hand side is a strictly positive function
of s multiplying ψ(s), we conclude that Eg > E
Bohr
1 , giving an incorrect ionization
energy. Moreover, the nonlinearity of the Schro¨dinger–Maxwell system makes it
plain that the general solution is not obtained by linear superposition of the non-
linear eigenmodes, invalidating Schro¨dinger’s derivation of the Bohr frequencies of
the emitted electromagnetic radiation. The upshot is:
Schro¨dinger’s “matter wave” interpretation of his wave equation is physically
untenable. Schro¨dinger himself realized this, but before he came to this conclusion he
generalized his wave equation to the many body problem and made further important
discoveries. Yet these also added to the evidence that Ψ is not a matter wave.
We briefly summarize Schro¨dinger’s attempt at a matter wave interpretation of
multi-electron atoms, again in Born–Oppenheimer approximation, for it helps to
appreciate the subsequent change of perspective offered by Born.
2.2 Helium, Lithium, Beryllium, etc.
In 1926, when Schro¨dinger arrived at his equation for an N particle system of many
nuclei and electrons, which may form any ordinary piece of everyday matter, he
obtained a t-dependend Ψ function on N -particle configuration space. So, at time t,
Ψ is a function of a high-dimensional vector variable ~q = (q1, ..., qN) ∈ R3N formed
by the generic position variables of the N point particles. Restricting ourselves to an
N -electron atom or ion with a nucleus of charge ze fixed at the origin, with z ∈ N
(and z ≤ 92 in nature), Schro¨dinger’s N -body generalization of (1) reads
i~∂tΨ(t, ~q) = HΨ(t, ~q) (15)
with
H =
N∑
k=1
1
2me
(− i~∇qk)2 − N∑
k=1
ze2
|qk|
+
∑∑
1≤j<k≤N
e2
|qj − qk|
. (16)
It is known that H has infinitely many eigenvalues E1 < E2 < · · · < 0 below
the continuum, each one at most finitely degenerate, whose eigenfunctions represent
bound states [ReSi1978]. Let d(n), for n ∈ N denote a finite-dimensional degeneracy
label for the n-th energy eigenvalue (labeling all the eigenstates with same eigenvalue
En). Then the general bound state solution is given by
Ψ(t, ~q) =
∑
n∈N
e−iEnt/~
∑
d(n)
cn,dψn,d(n)(~q), (17)
where Hψn,d(n)(~q) = Enψn,d(n)(~q).
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The same year, Sommerfeld’s student Unso¨ld, and then Heisenberg, found quan-
titatively promising results for the N = 2 helium problem (z = 2), using first-order
perturbation techniques. Hylleras a few years later obtained very accurate spectral
results for helium by implementing the Ritz method. Soon after, many other empir-
ically known facts about matter were quite accurately extracted from Schro¨dinger’s
many body equation (15) with Hamiltonian H given by (16), most notably the pe-
riodic table of the chemical elements by using Slater’s determinantal wave functions
built with hydrogenic eigenfunctions plus an extra bit (explained with spin, subse-
quently). There was no doubt that (15) with Hamiltonian H given by (16) is an
important equation for computing answers to many questions about large atoms /
ions, the atomic spectra among them.
While the hydrogen Ψ(t, q) could be confused with a matter wave Ψ(t, s) on
physical space and time, the fact that the N -body Ψ(t, q1, ..., qN) lives on N -particle
configuration space R3N (plus time R) should have made it plain for Schro¨dinger
that it was absurd to think that Ψ was associated with a fundamental matter wave
ontology on physical space (and time). De Broglie reportedly asked him whether
he did not think it was strange to construct a space out of N points (positions of
particles in physical space) which he claimed would not exist. Yet for awhile he
continued to maintain that there are no particles at the fundamental subatomic level
and instead proposed that his Ψ does supply a matter wave ontology, as follows.
Schro¨dinger showed in [Schr1926d] that the function ̺(t, ~q) := Ψ∗(t, ~q)Ψ(t, ~q) on
R3N and the 3N -dimensional vector function J(t, ~q) := ~
me
ℑ (Ψ∗(t, ~q)∇~qΨ(t, ~q)) on
R3N , jointly satisfy the continuity equation
∂t̺(t, ~q) +∇ · J(t, ~q) = 0; (18)
here, ∇· acts in R3N , i.e. a 3N -dimensional divergence operation. Equation (18) has
the important implication that the integral
∫
R3N
|Ψ|2(t, q1, ..., qN )d3Nq is constant in
time if it is finite at t = 0.
Schro¨dinger now proposed [Schr1926d] that Ψ’s matter wave ontology yields in
physical space (and time) the many-electron charge density
ρel(t, s) = −e
∑
n
∫
R3(N−1)
̺(t, q1, ..., s, ..., qN)d
3(N−1)q, (19)
where s at r.h.s.(19) is in the n-th position slot. For (19) to yield the total charge∫
R3
ρel(t, s)d
3s = −Ne, Schro¨dinger stipulated that ∫
R3N
|Ψ|2(t, q1, ..., qN)d3Nq = 1.
Similarly, in [Schr1926d] he defined the pertinent many-electron current vector
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density
jel(t, s) = −e
∑
n
∫
R3(N−1)
jn(t, q1, ..., s, ..., qN)d
3(N−1)q, (20)
with
jn(t, q1, ..., s, ..., qN) :=
~
me
ℑ(Ψ∗(t, q1, ..., s, ...qN)∇sΨ(t, q1, ..., s, ...qN)) (21)
and s in the n-th position slot. He noted that ρel and jel jointly satisfy the continuity
equation (4). When evaluated with the general bound state solution (17), again
one finds harmonically oscillatory terms with Bohr-type frequencies ∝ (En − En′).
Inserted as source terms for the inhomogeneous Maxwell equations (6), (7), coupled
with the homogeneous equations (8), (9), one finds fields which oscillate with these
Bohr type frequencies, extending Schro¨dinger’s striking hydrogen result to many-
electron atoms. Yet again, thinking of Eel and Bel as actual fields produced by all
the electrons, their minimally coupled feedback into the Schro¨dinger equation leads
to a contradiction with the just mentioned striking results obtained from (15) with
Hamiltonian H given by (16).
As already mentioned, Schro¨dinger would eventually agree with his critics that
his matter wave ontology was untenable, and abandon it, but he would continue to
refuse to accept a particle ontology of matter.
3Born-type quantummechanics of a radiating atom
Born had no problems with a particle ontology. His probability interpretation became
part of the standard textbook narrative which, unfortunately, usually does not relate
a complete story. What is usually left out is Born’s interpretation of Ψ as a guiding
field for the particles.
3.1 Particles and guiding fields
3.1.1 Born’s probability rule
If one has N electrons with generic positions qn ∈ R3, then Schro¨dinger’s many-
electron “charge density function” (19) can be rewritten as
ρel(t, s) =
∫
R3N
(∑
n
− eδqn(s)
)
̺(t, ~q)d3Nq, (22)
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and since ̺ ≥ 0 integrates to 1 (as Schro¨dinger had to stipulate), this looks like the
expected value of the generic empirical charge density
∑
n−eδqn(s) of the electrons
(a singular measure, to be petty), computed w.r.t. a probability measure ̺(t, ~q)d3Nq.
So Born in [Born1926b] proposed that |Ψ|2(t, ~q), normalized to integrate to 1 as
Schro¨dinger had stipulated, is a probability density for the first particle being at q1,
the second one at q2, and so on.
1
To see that also Schro¨dinger’s
jel(t, s) =
∑
n
∫
R3(N−1)
−e ~
me
ℑ(Ψ∗(t, q1, ..., s, ...qN )∇sΨ(t, q1, ..., s, ...qN )) d3(N−1)q (23)
is an expected value w.r.t. |Ψ|2, we recall that the polar representation Ψ = |Ψ|eiΦ
yields ℑ(Ψ∗∇Ψ) = |Ψ|2∇Φ. Thus for each n we have
ℑ(Ψ∗(t, ~q)∇qnΨ(t, ~q)) = |Ψ|2(t, ~q)∇qnΦ(t, ~q), (24)
and so, with In : TqnR3 → TsR3 denoting the natural injection map from the n-
th component of tangent space of configuration space at ~q = (q1, ..., qN) into the
tangent space of physical space at s, (23) becomes
jel(t, s)=
∫
R3N
(∑
n
− e ~
me
In
(∇qnΦ(t, ~q))δqn(s))|Ψ|2(t, ~q)d3Nq, (25)
which is the expected value w.r.t. |Ψ|2 of the electrons’ generic electrical current
vector density
∑
n−e ~meIn
(∇qnΦ(t, ~q))δqn(s). We remark that Φ, while part of the
polar representation of Ψ, is generally not a function of |Ψ|2.
Note that (24) and (18) imply that ~
me
∇qnΦ(t, ~q) must be interpreted as the n-th
component of a generic velocity field on configuration space R3N.
Now, probabilities usually reflect our ignorance of something, otherwise we would
speak about those things with certainty. Our ignorance may simply be due to techni-
cal limitations for accessing in principle available information, or it may be a matter
of principle, if nature herself throws rocks our way of accessing the information. Ei-
ther way, why should our ignorance satisfy such an equation like Schro¨dinger’s which
has the amazing feature of producing an energy spectrum which leads with great pre-
cision to the empirical spectral lines registered by chemists and atomic physicists?
Born in [Born1926b] offered the following way out of this dilemma.
1This soon was rendered incomprehensible by positivistic interpretations of Heisenberg’s uncer-
tainty relations. Rather than probability density for a particle being at q, it was insisted that |Ψ|2
is the probability density of finding a particle at q in a measurement (which is still comprehensible),
but that it would not make sense to say a particle is at q without a measurement (which is not).
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3.1.2 Ψ as a guiding field
Like de Broglie a couple years earlier in his doctoral thesis, Born picked up on Ein-
stein’s speculation that photons are particles which are guided by the electromagnetic
field, which becomes a guiding field in Einstein’s interpretation. Born now proposed
that Ψ is a guiding field for the matter particles of atomic physics: the electrons and
the nuclei. He emphasized that all that was needed was to assume that Ψ guides
the particles more likely to where |Ψ|2 is large and less likely to where it’s small.
Born’s explanation makes it plain that when Ψ somehow guides the particles in this
manner, then |Ψ|2 only appears to be a probability density for all practical purposes
— it is not fundamentally a probability density.
At the end of [Born1926b] Born wrote that he thought it was unlikely that a
detailed description of the actual dynamics of positions and momenta (the “phases”)
of the particles was possible, but that Frenkel had pointed out to him that it might
be possible. In any event, he emphasized that he was convinced that it had to be a
non-deterministic law.
Born’s ideas about a non-deterministic guiding role played by Ψ were eventually
implemented by Nelson [Nels1967, Nels1985] and further developped by Guerra and
his collaborators [Guer1995] and became known as “Stochastic Mechanics.” The
generic velocity field whose n-th component is ~
me
∇qnΦ(t, ~q) appears as the so-called
current velocity field in Nelson’s stochastic mechanics; in addition there is an “os-
motic” velocity field.
In the meantime, de Broglie in 1927 [deBr1928] proposed that Schro¨dinger’s equa-
tion supplied the very equation for the guiding field whose existence he had postu-
lated in his doctoral thesis a few years earlier, but could not nail down. In his
1924 thesis de Broglie had suggested as guiding equation for the actual electron po-
sitions (here in non-relativistic approximation) precisely the guiding equation of the
Hamilton–Jacobi reformulation of Newton’s mechanics, viz.
∀ n : dqn(t)
dt
=
~
me
In
(
∇qnΦ(t, q1, ..., qN)
)∣∣∣
~q=~q(t)
, (26)
where usually one writes S instead of ~Φ. De Broglie’s point was that the Hamilton–
Jacobi partial differential equation for S had to be an approximation to the fun-
damental equation for Φ, but he had no idea how it should be formulated. Af-
ter Schro¨dinger published his papers on “wave mechanics,” de Broglie figured that
Schro¨dinger’s continuity equation (18) in concert with the identity (24) suggest that
~
me
∇qnΦ(t, ~q) is the n-th 3-vector component of a velocity field on configuration
space. Thus de Broglie put one-plus-one together and proposed that if one evaluates
this generic velocity field at the actual configuration ~q(t) = (q1(t), ..., qN(t)), one
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gets the actual velocity of the n-th particle, given by the system of equations (26).
For Φ(t, q1, ..., qN) =
∑
n kn · qn one recovers the de Broglie relation pj = ~kj for
the j-th particle in the system, where pj has been defined per Newton’s formula
pj(t) = mj q˙(t).
Facing criticism by Pauli and encouragement only from Einstein [deBr1928],
de Broglie soon abandoned his proposal — until his theory was rediscovered 25
years later by Bohm [Bohm1952a, Bohm1952b, Bohm1953]. As relayed by Bricmont
[Bric2016], Bohm’s work was received by his peers with an irrational hostility, which
discouraged also Bohm from working on this guiding wave theory until many years
later. For a long time John Stewart Bell [Bell87/04] seems to have been one of very
few physicists who promoted the virtues of the de Broglie–Bohm theory; nowadays
there are several excellent expositions, see [DGZ1992, Du¨Te2009, Bric2016].
In the following we will for simplicity work with the de Broglie–Bohm guiding
law, but a perfectly analogous treatment can be worked out with the Born–Nelson–
Guerra type stochastic guiding principle. It may be helpful to think of the de Broglie–
Bohm theory as a deterministic limit of the Born–Nelson–Guerra theory. As far as
the empirical output is concerned, to the best of our knowledge the theories are
equivalent (so far).
3.2 Electromagnetic fields with given generic sources
When Born proposed that |Ψ|2(t, ~q) should be considered as a joint probability den-
sity for the N particle positions at time t he chose to demonstrate the utility of
his proposal by studying the scattering of particles off of each other [Born1926a,
Born1926b, Born1926c, Born1926d]; cf. [ReSi1979]. He could also have revisited
Schro¨dinger’s “Ψ as matter wave”-inspired calculations for hydrogen and for many-
electron atoms coupled to the electromagnetic Maxwell fields (cf. [Schr1982]) and
deduce from his “Ψ as probability amplitude and guiding wave field” perspective
many of the insights which we deduce below, but apparently he did not. In fact, the
present author is not aware of any publication which details the following consider-
ations and deductions.
So we now revisit the four Maxwell field equations (6)–(9) with Schro¨dinger’s
expression (19) at r.h.s.(7) and his (20), (21) at r.h.s. (6), computed from the
general bound state solution (17) of (15), with Hamiltonian H given by (16). Since
Born’s probability interpretation of Ψ is widely accepted by physicists, the expression
(20) at r.h.s. (6) and (19) at r.h.s.(7) must therefore be seen as expected values of
the empirical current and charge densities, not as actual “matter wave” values as
Schro¨dinger had proposed. To emphasize this in our notation, we introduce the
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abbreviations
ρempel (s) :=
∑
n
− eδqn(s) (27)
and
jempel (t, s) :=
∑
n
− eδqn(s) ~meIn
(∇qnΦ(t, ~q)) (28)
for the generic empirical charge and current vector densities of the electrons, and we
abbreviate Born’s expected values
∫
R3
G(t, s;~q)|Ψ(t, ~q)|2d3Nq =: 〈G〉(t, s). Thus we
have ρel(t, s) = 〈ρempel 〉(t, s) at r.h.s.(7) and jel(t, s) = 〈jempel 〉(t, s) at r.h.s.(6).
But then the solutions to the field equations (6)–(9) with Born’s expression (28)
at r.h.s.(6) and his (27) at r.h.s.(7) are not, as Schro¨dinger originally thought, the
actual fields of nature which are generated by some actual electric charge and cur-
rent densities. Rather, Maxwell’s equations with the expected values 〈ρempel 〉(t, s) at
r.h.s.(7) and 〈jempel 〉(t, s) at r.h.s.(6) as source terms must logically speaking be the
expected values of some equations for electric and magnetic fields which depend not
only on space s and time t but also on the generic position variables q1, ..., qN of the
electrons. Those fields are written with a superscript ♯: E♯(t, s;~q) and B♯(t, s;~q).
In 2004 the present author already introduced related ♯-field equations in an
attempt to formulate a classical relativistic theory of point charges coupled with the
nonlinear Maxwell–Born–Infeld field equations, see [Kies2004a]. Their nonlinearity
has been (and still is) a major road block for progress, though. Here we adapt this
precursor work to formulate the ♯-field equations pertinent to the linear Maxwell–
Lorentz field equations for point sources and will ultimately succeed in formulating
a semi-relativistic quantum theory of particle motion.
We next state the ♯-field equations for generic empirical sources with a velocity
field vn for the n-th source. We do not assume that the velocity field vn(t, ~q) is given
by ~
mn
∇qnΦ(t, ~q), where Φ is the phase of a Schro¨dinger wave function.
There are two inhomogeneous equations for the ♯ fields,
−∂tE♯ −
(∑
k
vk ·∇qk
)
E♯ + c∇s ×B♯ = 4π
∑
n
− eInvnδqn(s), (29)
∇s ·E♯ = 4π
(
zeδ
0
(s) +
∑
n
− eδqn(s)
)
, (30)
and the two homogeneous equations,
∂tB
♯ +
(∑
k
vk ·∇qk
)
B♯ + c∇s ×E♯ = 0 , (31)
∇s ·B♯ = 0 , (32)
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where, for brevity, we have suppressed the arguments from E♯(t, s;~q) andB♯(t, s;~q),
and we wrote vn for vn(t, ~q).
We now show that by averaging them w.r.t. |Ψ|2 = ̺ they turn into
−∂t〈E♯〉(t, s) + c∇s × 〈B♯〉(t, s) = 4π 〈jempel 〉(t, s), (33)
∇s · 〈E♯〉(t, s) = 4π (〈ρempel 〉(t, s) + zeδ0(s)) , (34)
∂t〈B♯〉(t, s) + c∇s × 〈E♯〉(t, s) = 0 , (35)
∇s · 〈B♯〉(t, s) = 0 . (36)
Thus the ̺-averaged ♯-field equations for the generic empirical sources are precisely
the four Maxwell field equations (6)–(9) for the electrons’ electromagnetic field, with
Schro¨dinger’s expression (20) at r.h.s. (6) and his (19) at r.h.s.(7), except that here
we have also included the charge density of the point nucleus at r.h.s.(34).
To demonstrate that the averaged ♯ field equations are identical with (33)–(36),
all we will need in the following is that (a) vn is the n-th R
3 component of a velocity
field v in the tangent space of R3N , and that (b) v is defined by J = ̺v, where
̺ and J jointly satisfy the continuity equation (18). We now multiply the ♯-field
equations with |Ψ(t, ~q)|2 and integrate over d3Nq. Integrations by parts, and use of
the continuity equation (18) together with the identity (24) yields
〈∂tB♯〉(t, s) = ∂t〈B♯〉(t, s)−
∫
R3N
(
∂t̺(t, ~q)
)
B♯(t, s;~q)d3Nq (37)
= ∂t〈B♯〉(t, s) +
∫
R3N
(∑
n
∇qn · [̺(t, ~q)vn(t, ~q)]
)
B♯(t, s;~q)d3Nq (38)
= ∂t〈B♯〉(t, s)−
∫
R3N
(
̺(t, ~q)
∑
n
vn(t, ~q) · ∇qn
)
B♯(t, s;~q)d3Nq (39)
= ∂t〈B♯〉(t, s)−
〈(∑
n
vn · ∇qn
)
B♯
〉
(t, s), (40)
and similarly for 〈∂tE♯〉(t, s). And so,
〈∂tB♯〉(t, s) +
〈(∑
n
vn · ∇qn
)
B♯
〉
(t, s) = ∂t〈B♯〉(t, s), (41)
〈∂tE♯〉(t, s) +
〈(∑
n
vn · ∇qn
)
E♯
〉
(t, s) = ∂t〈E♯〉(t, s). (42)
On the other hand, since s derivatives and ~q integration commute, we have
〈∇s ×B♯〉(t, s) = ∇s × 〈B♯〉(t, s), (43)
〈∇s ×E♯〉(t, s) = ∇s × 〈E♯〉(t, s). (44)
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Last, the ̺ average of r.h.s.(29) is by definition equal to 4π 〈jempel 〉(t, s), that of
r.h.s.(30) equal to 4π
(
zeδ
0
(s) + 〈ρempel 〉(t, s)
)
. Our demonstration is complete.
Thus, except for having added to them the electrostatic Coulomb field −ze∇s 1|s|
of the nucleus, what Schro¨dinger thought are the electrons’ electromagnetic fields are
instead the expected values of the ♯ fields for generic empirical sources.
Thanks to Schro¨dinger’s findings obtained with what he thought is a “matter
wave” theory we instead conclude that the general bound state solution (17) of (15),
with Hamiltonian H given by (16), produces expected charge and current densities
which are given by a sum of terms that oscillate with the Bohr-type frequencies
∝ (En − En′), and that this implies the same for the expected values of the ♯ fields.
This is not merely a change of name for the same mathematical expressions. Rather,
the change from Schro¨dinger’s “Ψ as matter wave” perspective to Born’s “Ψ as
probability amplitude / guiding wave” perspective implies that not the ̺-averaged
♯ fields but the ♯ fields themselves should be coupled back into Schro¨dinger’s wave
equation. This is a decisive change of perspective!
Before we come to discuss the back coupling of the ♯ fields into Schro¨dinger’s
equation, we here add another observation about the ♯ field equations which is the
analog of what has been observed already in [Kies2004a, Kies2004b]. Namely, if
instead of taking the ̺ average of the ♯ field equations we evaluate the ♯ fields at the
actual position of the electrons, i.e. substituting qn(t) for qn in the generic position
slots, we obtain electromagnetic fields E♯(t, s;~q(t)) =: E(t, s) and B♯(t, s;~q(t)) =:
B(t, s) which satisfy the classical Maxwell–Lorentz field equations
−∂tE(t, s) + c∇s ×B(t, s) = 4π
∑
n
− eq˙n(t)δqn(t)(s), (45)
∇s ·E(t, s) = 4π
(
zeδ
0
(s) +
∑
n
− eδqn(t)(s)
)
, (46)
∂tB(t, s) + c∇s ×E(t, s) = 0 , (47)
∇s ·B(t, s) = 0. (48)
We conclude that B(t, s) and E(t, s) are the actual “classical” electromagnetic fields
in spacetime; of course, the motions t 7→ qn(t) will not be classical motions.
3.3 Coupling the ♯ fields back into the Schro¨dinger equation
We next show that the interaction term in H given by (16) can naturally be obtained
from the electrostatic solutions to these ♯-field equations. This is encouraging, and
suggests the necessary modifications in the Schro¨dinger equation (15) to also couple
dynamical ♯ fields back into the dynamics of Ψ. The ♯-field equations themselves
do not need to be modified, except that the velocity field v, while still defined by
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J = ̺v, is not generally just ∝ ∇Φ because J will be given by a different expression
which involves the ♯ fields.
3.3.1 The electrostatic ♯-field energy
To avoid infinite “self-field” energies, instead of point charges assume that the qk are
the centers of tiny uniformly charged balls of radius a. Likewise let the nucleus be
such a uniformly charged ball, centered at the origin. We aim at a semi-relativistic
theory, so this regularization is acceptable. The ♯ field equations with “ball” instead
of point charges as sources comprise the two homogeneous equations (31) and (32),
which are unchanged, and the two inhomogeneous equations
−∂tE♯ −
(∑
k
vk ·∇qk
)
E♯ + c∇s ×B♯ = 4π
∑
n
− eInvnδ(a)qn (s), (49)
∇s ·E♯ = 4π
(
zeδ
(a)
0
(s) +
∑
n
− eδ(a)qn (s)
)
, (50)
where δ
(a)
qn (s) is the indicator function of a ball of radius a centered at qn, normalized
by 4
3
πa3. The n-th velocity component will be defined below.
We begin with the electrostatic special case. Although very special, it will produce
the Schro¨dinger eigenvalue spectra of large atoms (in Born–Oppenheimer approxi-
mation) with purely Coulombic interactions of the electrons among each other and
with the nucleus, when an electrostatic external field is acting or not.
We suppress t as argument in the ♯ fields, in this case, and now recall a well-known
result from the classical theory of electrostatics. Assume that pairwise |qj−qk| > 2a,
and that all |qk| > 2a, so that no two charge balls overlap. Then the electrostatic
field energy of such a generic N + 1 charge configuration, with the field being the
sum of the Coulomb fields of all charged balls, is given by (cf. [Jack1975])
1
8π
∫
R3
∣∣E♯(s;~q)∣∣2d3s = 3
5
e2
a
(
z2 +N
)− N∑
n=1
ze2
|qn|
+
∑∑
1≤j<k≤N
e2
|qj − qk|
, (51)
and except for the configuration-independent “self-field” energy term 3
5
e2
a
(
z2 + N
)
this is precisely the interaction term in Schro¨dinger’s (15) with Hamiltonian H given
by (16). The configuration-independent “self-field” energy term is a constant which
shifts the whole spectrum by this constant, but it will cancel in differences of energy
eigenvalues of H and therefore not be seen in the spectral frequencies ωj − ωk.
When any |qn| ≤ 2a or |qj −qk| < 2a, the interactions are mollified and the field
energy stays bounded so long as a > 0.
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Next, since the charged nucleus is treated in Born–Oppenheimer approximation,
it plays the role of an “external” source — i.e. not part of the system of N electrons
whose Schro¨dinger wave function Ψ we are concerned with. Therefore (51) at once
suggests a generalization when in addition to the N electron atom with its nucleus
also another “external” electrostatic source is introduced whose charge distribution
is regular and compactly supported (e.g. the field produced by a charged capacitor
in the laboratory, used to study the Stark effect) — a calculation is supplied further
below. The electrostatic ♯ field E♯(s;~q) is then the sum of such an external electro-
static field Eext(s) = −∇sφext(s), which includes the field of the nucleus, and all the
Coulomb fields of the N electrons. If no two balls overlap and no ball overlaps with
the support of this extra external charge distribution, one now finds (cf. (79)–(81))
1
8π
∫
R3
∣∣E♯(s;~q)∣∣2d3s = C − N∑
n=1
eφext(qn) +
∑∑
1≤j<k≤N
e2
|qj − qk|
, (52)
where C = N 3
5
e2
a
+ 1
8π
∫
R3
∣∣Eext(s)∣∣2d3s (note that the external field energy integral
includes the self energy 3
5
z2e2/a of the nucleus), and where the external potential
at the n-th position φext(qn) = φ
ext
lab(qn) +
ze
|qn| includes the Coulomb potential of the
nucleus. We conclude:
Except for an irrelevant additive constant (the first line at r.h.s.(52)) which only
shifts the whole spectrum (which cancels in the eigenvalue differences which yield the
spectral frequencies of the atom), the r.h.s.(52) is recognized as the usual interaction
term in Schro¨dinger’s equation for the Born–Oppenheimer approximation of a many-
electron atom exposed to an additional applied external electrostatic potential field.
3.3.2 The general electromagnetic feedback ♯-field → Ψ
The formulas obtained in the previous subsection for the electrostatic special case
suggest that at least part of the back coupling of the electromagnetic fields into the
Schro¨dinger equation is obtained from the field energy of the ♯ fields sourced by
generic point charge densities and current densities, given by
Ef(t, ~q) :=
1
8π
∫
R3
(∣∣E♯(t, s;~q)∣∣2 + ∣∣B♯(t, s;~q)∣∣2) d3s, (53)
which takes the place of a “minimally coupled external electric potential.”
This now suggests that the field momentum of the electromagnetic ♯ fields,
P f(t, ~q) :=
1
4πc
∫
R3
E♯(t, s;~q)×B♯(t, s;~q)d3s, (54)
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injected into the n-th component of T~qR
3N , may take the place of a “minimally
coupled external magnetic vector potential,” but this would overcount the contri-
butions to the n-th canonical momentum. The linearity of the ♯ field equations
comes to the rescue. We decompose E♯(t, s;~q) = Eext(t, s) +
∑N
n=1E
♯
n(t, s;~q) and
B♯(t, s;~q) = Bext(t, s)+
∑N
n=1B
♯
n(t, s;~q). Here, E
ext(t, s) and Bext(t, s) are classical
electromagnetic Maxwell fields sourced by the charge density zeδ
(a)
0
of the nucleus
and possibly other compactly supported external sources ρext
lab
(t, s) and jext
lab
(t, s) lo-
cated far away from the atom, satisfying the continuity equation for external charge
conservation. Hence, these external fields satisfy the Maxwell–Lorentz field equations
−∂tEext(t, s) + c∇s ×Bext(t, s) = 4πjextlab(t, s), (55)
∇s ·Eext(t, s) = 4π
(
zeδ
(a)
0
(s) + ρextlab(t, s)
)
, (56)
∂tB
ext(t, s) + c∇s ×Eext(t, s) = 0 , (57)
∇s ·Bext(t, s) = 0. (58)
Again suppressing, for brevity, the arguments from E♯(t, s;~q) and B♯(t, s;~q), and
from the n-th velocity field component vn(t, ~q), to be defined below, the n-th ♯ fields
satisfy the two inhomogeneous equations
−∂tE♯n −
(∑
k
vk ·∇qk
)
E♯n + c∇s ×B♯n = 4πIn
(− evnδ(a)qn (s)), (59)
∇s ·E♯n = 4π
(− eδ(a)qn (s)), (60)
and the two homogeneous equations,
∂tB
♯
n +
(∑
k
vk ·∇qk
)
B♯n + c∇s ×E♯n = 0 , (61)
∇s ·B♯n = 0 . (62)
We now define
P fn(t, ~q) :=I−1n
1
4πc
∫
R3
(
E♯n(t, s;~q)×B♯(t, s;~q) +E♯(t, s;~q)×B♯n(t, s;~q)
)
d3s (63)
− I−1n
1
4πc
∫
R3
E♯n(t, s;~q)×B♯n(t, s;~q)d3s,
and propose
(
i~∂t − Ef(t, ~q)
)
Ψ(t, ~q) =
N∑
n=1
1
2me
(−i~∇qn −P fn(t, ~q))2Ψ(t, ~q) (64)
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as Schro¨dinger wave equation for Ψ(t, ~q), coupled to the ♯ fields. Note that Ef
and the P fn occupy the slots of the external electromagnetic potentials used in the
convential minimal coupling procedure.
We now multiply (64) with Ψ∗, and the complex conjugate of (64) with Ψ, then
subtract the second from the first equation, and after some standard manipulations,
arrive at the continuity equation (18), again with ̺(t, ~q) := Ψ∗(t, ~q)Ψ(t, ~q) but now
with J having n-th component
Jn(t, ~q) := ℑ
(
Ψ∗(t, ~q) 1
me
(
~∇qn − iP fn(t, ~q)
)
Ψ(t, ~q)
)
. (65)
As a consequence, the L2(R3N) norm of Ψ(t, ~q) is preserved in time. Moreover, using
the polar decomposition Ψ = |Ψ|eiΦ, we have the familiar ℑ (Ψ∗(t, ~q)∇~qΨ(t, ~q)) =
|Ψ|2(t, ~q)∇~qΦ(t, ~q), and therefore J(t, ~q) = ̺(t, ~q)v(t, ~q) with v given by
∀ n : vn(t, ~q) = 1me
(
~∇qnΦ(t, ~q)− P fn(t, ~q)
)
, (66)
which is to be used in (49) and (59).
The actual positions of the electrons, qn(t), are now postulated to evolve in time
according to the pertinent de Broglie–Bohm-type guiding equation
∀ n : dqn(t)
dt
= In 1
me
(
~∇qnΦ(t, ~q)− P fn(t, ~q)
)∣∣∣
~q=~q(t)
. (67)
3.4 The Schro¨dinger–Maxwell ♯ bound states and spectrum
We saw that the Ψ-dependent Hamiltonian H of the Schro¨dinger–Maxwell system
does not produce the correct hydrogen spectrum. Worse, it does not produce the
correct Schro¨dinger spectrum of any many-electron atom with Coulomb interactions,
although in the semi-classical large N limit some aspects of it may be recovered.
By contrast, as we will now show, after subtraction of an additive constant the
Schro¨dinger spectra of many-electron atoms with Coulomb interactions are arbitrarily
precisely reproduced by the Hamiltonian
H =
N∑
n=1
1
2me
(−i~∇qn −P fn(t, ~q))2 + Ef (t, ~q) (68)
of the Schro¨dinger–Maxwell ♯ system when the ♯ fields are static and of finite energy.
3.4.1 Ground state energy in the absence of non-nuclear external fields
We begin with a definition.
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Definition: Let the energy functional W (Ψ,E♯,B♯) be given by
W =
∫
R3N
( N∑
n=1
1
2me
∣∣(−i~∇qn −P fn(t, ~q))Ψ(t, ~q)∣∣2+Ef(t, ~q)|Ψ(t, ~q)|2)d3Nq, (69)
where Ef is given in (53) and P fn in (63), and with Ψ(t, .) ∈ H1(d3Nq), satisfying
‖Ψ‖L2 = 1, and with E♯ ∈ L2(d3s) and B♯ ∈ L2(d3s) satisfying the constraint
equations (30), (32), with Ef(t, ~q) ∈ L1(|Ψ|2d3Nq) and P fn(t, ~q) ∈ L2(|Ψ|2d3Nq).
Then a solution (Ψ(t, ~q),E♯(t, s, ~q),B♯(t, s, ~q)) of the Schro¨dinger–Maxwell ♯ system
in the stipulated function spaces is called a ground state if W evaluated with this
solution takes the smallest possible value among all solutions of the same system of
equations.
Theorem: In the absence of non-nuclear external fields, the ground state is of the
form
(
e−iEgt/~ψg(~q),−∇sφ♯(s;~q), 0
)
, where
φ♯(s;~q) = e
∫
R3
(
zδ
(a)
0
(s′)−
N∑
n=1
δ(a)qn (s)
)
1
|s− s′|d
3s′, (70)
and where Eg (= E1 > 0) is the lowest eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian
H :=
N∑
n=1
− ~2
2me
∆qn+
1
8π
∫
R3
∣∣∇sφ♯(s;~q)∣∣2d3s (71)
and ψg(~q) is the associated real eigenfunction.
Proof : We use the polar representation Ψ(t, ~q) = |Ψ(t, ~q)|eiΦ(t,~q) and find, for a
solution of the Schro¨dinger–Maxwell ♯ system,
W =
∫
R3N
( N∑
n=1
[
~2
8me
|∇qn ln ̺(t, ~q)|2 + 12me|vn(t, ~q)|2
]
+ Ef (t, ~q)
)
̺(t, ~q)d3Nq, (72)
with ̺(t, ~q) = |Ψ(t, ~q)|2. Obviously, the value of W can be lowered for the same ̺
and same ♯ fields by setting vn(t, ~q) ≡ 0 ∀ n. This means ~∇qnΦ(t, ~q) = P fn(t, ~q),
by (66). Compatible with vn(t, ~q) ≡ 0 ∀ n we can now further lower the field energy
1
8π
∫
R3
(∣∣E♯(t, s;~q)∣∣2 + ∣∣B♯(t, s;~q)∣∣2)d3s by setting B♯(t, s;~q) ≡ 0. This now means
P fn(t, ~q) ≡ 0, by (63), and therefore ∇qnΦ(t, ~q) ≡ 0 ∀ n, meaning Φ(t, ~q) = Φ(t).
Moreover, with vn(t, ~q) ≡ 0 ∀ n we also have ∂t̺(t, ~q) = 0, and so ̺(t, ~q) ≡ ̺(~q).
Thus, Ψ(t, ~q) = eiϕ(t)ψ(~q).
Next, E♯(t, s;~q) cannot be set identically zero because of its contraint equation.
Yet, with vn(t, ~q) ≡ 0 ∀ n and B♯(t, s;~q) ≡ 0, we have E♯(t, s;~q) ≡ E♯(s;~q),
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a static field, and thus Ef(t, ~q) = Ef(~q). But for a static solution of the ♯-field
equations, ∇s × E♯(s;~q) = 0, which means E♯(s;~q) = −∇sφ♯(s;~q). Insertion of
this representation into the divergence equation (30) yields the Poisson equation
−∆sφ♯(s;~q) = 4πe
(
zδ
(a)
0
(s)−
N∑
n=1
δ(a)qn (s)
)
. (73)
This Poisson equation for φ♯(s;~q) ∈ H˙1(d3s) is solved by (70).
Therefore, with φ♯(s;~q) given in (70), the ground state wave function Ψg(t, ~q) =
eiϕg(t)ψg(~q) minimizes the reduced energy functional (abusing notation)
W (ψ) =
∫
R3N
( N∑
n=1
~2
2me
∣∣∇qnψ(~q)∣∣2+ 18π ∫
R3
∣∣∇sφ♯(s;~q)∣∣2d3s |ψ(~q)|2)d3Nq (74)
among all ψ ∈ H˙1(d3Nq) for which ‖ψ‖L2 = 1. The Euler–Lagrange equation for
this minimization problem is Hψg = Egψg, with H given in (71), with Eg the lowest
eigenvalue and ψg the associated real eigenfunction (unique up to sign). Since here
we have not insisted on an antisymmetric electron wave function, the ground state
wave function ψg has no nodes, hence we can assume it to be positive. But then
Ψg(t, ~q) = e
iϕg(t)ψg(~q) = e
iϕg(t)|ψg(~q)|, so ϕg(t) = Φg(t).
Lastly, for Ψg(t, ~q) = e
iΦg(t)ψg(~q) to solve the corresponding Schro¨dinger equation
i~∂tΨg(t, ~q) = HΨg(t, ~q), it follows that Φg(t) = −Egt/~.
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
If no two balls overlap the field energy 1
8π
∫
R3
∣∣∇sφ♯(s;~q)∣∣2d3s is given by (51).
Therefore we have arrived at the usual variational principle for the ground state
Ψg(t, ~q) of a many-electron atom in Born–Oppenheimer approximation, except for
the irrelevant additive electrostratic self-energy of the regularized electron and proton
charge distributions (which only shifts the whole spectrum by an additive constant),
and except for the regularization of the point charges by tiny balls. The additive
constant self-energy we can subtract from the Hamiltonian (71). In this Hamiltonian
without self-energy contribution we may now let a ց 0, for the difference between
the correct regularized interaction term and the Coulomb interaction for true point
charges makes a practically negligible difference in its eigenvalues (as has been shown
with mathematical rigor, e.g. in the textbooks of Thirring), so we may as well work
with r.h.s.(51) for all ~q ∈ R3N .
3.4.2 Excited bound state energies without non-nuclear external fields
The eigenvalue equations for the excited states result also from the Ansatz Ψ(t, ~q) =
e−iEt/~ψ(~q) with static ♯ fields. This Ansatz does not reveal their variational char-
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acterization. In fact, the spectrum can be defined by a Courant min-max principle,
thusly.
The spectrum can be build up successively by seeking the minimum of W under
the constraint that the minimizing Ψ be L2 orthogonal to all previously found so-
constrained minimizers. The same reasoning as used in the previous subsection
reduces the W functional to the usual Schro¨dinger variational problem with (a-
regularized) Coulomb interaction between all particles (electrons and nucleus), except
for the same additive constant as in the ground state energy problem. Thus the
orthogonality condition is the same as used in the usual atomic N -body problem.
3.4.3 Atomic spectra when static external fields φext
lab
and Aext
lab
are present
In addition to the fixed nucleus, which is an “external source” of a Coulomb field for
the many electron system, other “external fields” may be generated in a laboratory,
e.g. by a charged capacitor, or by Helmholtz coils with a stationary electrical cur-
rent flowing through them. Far away from these additional field-generating external
sources the external fields may be assumed to decay to zero sufficiently rapidly to
make the field energy finite. Away from their (regular macroscopic) external sources
these are harmonic fields.
We introduce the notation φext(s) = φext
lab
(s) + ze
∫
R3
δ
(a)
0
(s′) 1|s−s′|d
3s′ to explicitly
exhibit the electrostatic Coulomb field of the nucleus; here the suffix lab emphasizes
the Coulomb field generated in the laboratory. As long as we do not introduce a
magnetic moment of the nucleus, the external magnetic potential is entirely due to
the laboratory equipment. In the presence of such an additional external, static
electromagnetic field with potentials φext
lab
(s) and Aext
lab
(s), satisfying ∇s ·Aextlab(s) = 0,
the eigenvalue equations are again obtained from the Ansatz of stationary Ψ(t, ~q) =
e−iEt/~ψ(~q) and static ♯ fields. Thus we have
φ♯(s;~q) = φext
lab
(s) + e
∫
R3
(
zδ
(a)
0
(s′)−∑
n
δ(a)qn (s
′)
)
1
|s−s′|d
3s′, (75)
A♯(s;~q) = Aext
lab
(s). (76)
These potentials produce the electric and magnetic fields
E♯(s;~q) = −∇sφextlab(s) + e
∫
R3
(
zδ
(a)
0
(s′)−∑
n
δ(a)q (s
′)
)
s−s′
|s−s′|3d
3s′, (77)
B♯(s; q) = ∇s ×Aextlab(s). (78)
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The field energy (for |qn| > 2a and |qj − qk| > 2a) changes to
1
8π
∫
R3
(∣∣E♯(s;~q)∣∣2 + ∣∣B♯(s;~q)∣∣2) d3s = (79)
1
8π
∫
R3
[∣∣Eextlab(s)∣∣2 + ∣∣Bextlab(s)∣∣2] d3s+N 35 e2a +∑∑
1≤j<k≤N
e2
|qj − qk|
−
∑
n
ze2
|qn|
+
e
4π
∫
R3
∇s
∫
R3
zδ
(a)
0
(s′)−∑n δ(a)qn (s′)
|s− s′| d
3s′ · ∇sφextlab(s)d3s = (80)
C +
∑∑
1≤j<k≤N
e2
|qj − qk|
−
∑
n
( ze2
|qn|
− e
4π
∫
R3
∆s
∫
R3
δ
(a)
qn (s
′)
|s− s′|d
3s′φextlab(s)d
3s
)
= (81)
C +
∑∑
1≤j<k≤N
e2
|qj − qk|
− e
N∑
n=1
( ze
|qn|
+ φext
lab
(qn)
)
,
where C := N 3
5
e2
a
+ 1
8π
∫
R3
[∣∣Eext
lab
(s)
∣∣2 + ∣∣Bext
lab
(s)
∣∣2]d3s is a constant which can be
absorbed into the energy eigenvalues. We used that −∆s 1|s−s′| = 4πδs′(s) and that∫
R3
δ
(a)
q (s)φextlab(s)d
3s = φextlab(q), for φ
ext
lab(s) is harmonic on the support of the “charged
ball” particles. R.h.s.(81) vindicates what we anticipated in (52).
Also, now there is a non-vanishing t-independent field momentum P fn. Since
B♯n ≡ 0 in our setting, the only contribution comes from
1
4πc
∫
R3
E♯n(s;~q)×B♯(s;~q)d3s = (82)
− 1
4πc
∫
R3
∇sφ♯n(s;~q)×∇s ×Aextlab(s)d3s = (83)
− 1
4πc
∫
R3
[∇s × (φ♯n(s;~q)∇s ×Aextlab(s))− φ♯n(s;~q)∇s ×∇s ×Aextlab(s)] d3s = (84)
− 1
4πc
∫
R3
φ♯n(s;~q)∆sA
ext
lab(s)d
3s = (85)
− 1
4πc
∫
R3
Aext
lab
(s)∆sφ
♯
n(s;~q)d
3s = −e1
c
Aext
lab
(qn). (86)
When substituting our results (86) and (79), together with Ψ(t, ~q) = e−iEt/~ψ(~q),
where ψ(~q) ∈ R, into (64), we obtain (for |qn| > 2a and |qj − qk| > 2a)[
N∑
n=1
(
1
2me
[
~
i
∇qn+ ecI−1n Aextlab(qn)
]2
− eφext
lab
(qn)− ze
2
|qn|
)
+
∑∑
1≤j<k≤N
e2
|qj−qk|
]
ψ(~q) = E˜ψ(~q) (87)
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where E˜ = E − N 3
5
e2
a
− 1
8π
∫
R3
[∣∣Eext
lab
(s)
∣∣2 + ∣∣Bext
lab
(s)
∣∣2]d3s, while for |qn| ≤ 2a the
interaction term between the n-th electron and the nucleus converges monotone down
to −23
5
ze2
a
when |qn| ↓ 0; an analogous result with + and z replaced by 1 holds for
any electron-electron interaction term when |qj − qk| ≤ 2a.
As mentioned, for tiny a the difference between the regularized interaction term
and the true Coulomb interaction for two point charges makes a practically negligible
difference in the eigenvalues, so we may as well work with (87) for all ~q ∈ R3N .
Since all eigenfunctions of (87) can be chosen real, they produce a trivial generic
velocity field, consistent with an electro-magneto-static ♯ field which gave us (87).
We summarize our observation as follows:
The assumption of a stationary solution Ψ(t, ~q) = e−iEt/~ψ(~q) with ψ(~q) ∈ R is
compatible with purely electrostatic ♯ fields which include static external fields φext
lab
(s)
and Aext
lab
(s), and it leads to the conventional Schro¨dinger equation for a hydrogen
atom exposed to these externally sourced fields, obtained from the “minimal coupling”
rule, except for an additive constant shift in the energy eigenvalues.
Appendix to 3.4.3: On the Zeeman and Stark effects
Assuming that electrons and nucleus in a bound state are located in a ball of
radius comparable to (several) Bohr lengths, while the externally generated electric
and magnetic fieldsEextlab andB
ext
lab are created by machines in the laboratory, with very
tiny error these external fields will not vary over the distances of separation of electron
and proton. Thus we may be tempted to suppose that for all practical purposes
the correct Schro¨dinger eigenvalues are obtained by computing with an electron-
proton system exposed to a constant electric field Eext
lab
= −∇sφextlab(s) and a constant
magnetic field Bextlab = ∇s×Aextlab(s), with φextlab(s) = −Eextlab ·s and Aextlab(s) = 12Bextlab×s.
This supposition is partly correct, and partly wrong.
If one has no electric field, i.e. Eext
lab
≡ 0, yet a constant applied magnetic field
Bextlab 6≡ 0, then the just described replacement yields the Schro¨dinger equation for a
atom in a constant Bext
lab
field, which yields the normal Zeemann effect of the splitting
of the atomic spectral lines.
If one has no magnetic field, i.e. Bext
lab
≡ 0, yet a constant applied electric field
Eext
lab
6≡ 0, then the just described replacement yields the Schro¨dinger equation for an
atom in a constant Eextlab field, which has no eigenvalues [ReSi1978] — this however
is a consequence of oversimplifying the problem. If on the other hand one uses
Schro¨dinger’s 1st order perturbation theory to estimate the energy shift in an applied
electric field, starting from an unperturbed eigenstate, this captures the Stark effect
of the splitting of the spectral lines, which was studied in great detail in [Schr1926c].
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3.5 Emission (of a flash?) of electromagnetic radiation
In the following we argue that per our dynamical equations, an atom which initially
is in a slightly perturbed excited n > 1 eigenstate with angular momentum ℓ > 0
will begin to emit an electromagnetic ♯-field wave with frequency centered on ωn,1,
with ~ωn,1 precisely the difference between the eigen energies.
While so far we have not been able to show that during the emission the atom
transits to the ground state, terminating the emission, we at least were able to check
that the assumption of such a dynamical scenario is compatible with our dynamical
system of equations. Qualitatively this is also true for the Schro¨dinger–Maxwell
system, but the Schro¨dinger–Maxwell system does not produce the quantitatively
right frequencies whereas our model does.
To convey the essence of our argument it suffices to consider a hydrogen atom
(N = 1 = z). The many-electron atom can be treated analogously.
Remark: If the suspected transition is very rapid there would therefore appear a
“flash of light” in this model, essentially a thin spherical shell of radiation propagating
outward in all directions. This would therefore not qualify as “the photon,” which we
announced in the introduction would appear in the model. To arrive at the conclusion
that the model accounts for the photon another, notationally trivial but conceptually
radical, change of perspective is required. This will be discussed in a later section.
3.5.1 Hydrogen
3.5.1.i: Absence of laboratory-generated static Eext
lab
and Bext
lab
Since the emission of electromagnetic radiation is a dynamical process it is advis-
able not to complicate the problem by also allowing time-dependent external sources.
Therefore, in the following the external sources ρextlab(s) and j
ext
lab(s) are assumed to
be smooth, compactly supported, and static; recall that the proton’s charge density,
while also external to the system of electrons, is not included in ρext
lab
but is treated
as an external source in its own right. To facilitate our discussion we first treat the
special case in which ρext
lab
(s) ≡ 0 and jext
lab
(s) ≡ 0. A straightforward generalization
allows to take such external laboratory sources into account.
Having only a single electron and the fixed proton, we now write E♯(t, s, q) =
E♯el(t, s, q) − e∇s
∫
R3
1
|s−s′|δ
(a)
0
(s′)d3s′ and B♯(t, s, q) = B♯el(t, s, q). The electric ♯
field of the electron, E♯
el
(t, s, q), will be further split into a sum, of its electro-
static Coulomb field with generic position q, and of its radiation field generated
by the generic current density vector, i.e. E♯
el
(t, s, q) = e∇s
∫
R3
1
|s−s′|δ
(a)
q (s′)d3s′ +
E♯
rad
(t, s, q). The magnetic ♯ field of the electron is just the magnetic radiation field,
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i.e. B♯el(t, s, q) = B
♯
rad(t, s, q). As indicated by the suffix rad, these contributions to
B♯
el
(t, s, q) and E♯
el
(t, s, q) will account for the phenomenon of electromagnetic radia-
tion; however, included are also “standing electrical waves” associated with pulsating
spherically symmetric |Ψ(t, q)|2. Inserting this decomposition into (59)–(62) (with
n = 1 replaced by the suffix el), straightforward vector calculus then yields that the
radiation fields satisfy the system of equations
∂tE
♯
rad
+
(
v ·∇q
)
E♯
rad
− c∇s ×B♯rad = e∇s ×∇s ×
∫
R3
Iv
|s−s′|δ
(a)
q (s
′)d3s′, (88)
∇s ·E♯rad = 0, (89)
∂tB
♯
rad
+
(
v ·∇q
)
B♯
rad
+ c∇s ×E♯rad = 0 , (90)
∇s ·B♯rad = 0 , (91)
where, for brevity, we again have suppressed the arguments from E♯
rad
(t, s; q) and
B♯
rad
(t, s; q), and from the velocity field v(t, q), given by ̺(t, q)v(t, q) := J(t, q), i.e.
|Ψ|2(t, q)v(t, q) = ℑ
(
Ψ∗(t, q) 1
me
(
~∇q − iP fel(t, q)
)
Ψ(t, q)
)
. (92)
Here, Ψ satisfies the following Schro¨dinger equation,
i~∂tΨ(t, q) =
(
1
2me
(−i~∇q − P fel(t, q))2 + Ef (t, q))Ψ(t, q), (93)
with P fel(t, q) given by (we employ the Coulomb gauge condition ∇s ·A♯ = 0)
1
4πc
∫
R3
(
E♯
el
×B♯ +Eext ×B♯
el
)
(t, s;~q)d3s = (94)
1
4πc
∫
R3
(
E♯
rad
×B♯
rad
)
(t, s;~q)d3s− e1
c
(
{[A♯
rad
]}q − {[A♯rad ]}0
)
(t, q),
where
{[A♯rad ]}r(t, q) :=
∫
R3
A♯rad(t, s; q)δ
(a)
r (s)d
3s, (95)
and with the field energy Ef(t, q) given (for |q| > 2a) by
1
8π
∫
R3
(∣∣E♯∣∣2 + ∣∣B♯∣∣2)(t, s; q) d3s = (96)
1
8π
∫
R3
(∣∣E♯rad∣∣2 + ∣∣B♯rad∣∣2)(t, s; q) d3s− e2|q| + 235 e2a ;
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the integral at r.h.s.(96) will be abbreviated as Efrad(t, q). Again, when a is small
enough, then up to irrelevantly small errors we can work with r.h.s.(96) for all q ∈ R3.
Note that l.h.s.(94) is gauge-invariant, so r.h.s.(94) must be — except that we
employed the Coulomb gauge condition to arrive at r.h.s.(94) so that the remain-
ing gauge transformations need to leave the Coulomb gauge condition intact. The
constant at r.h.s.(96) can be absorbed into the energy eigenvalues by a gauge trans-
formation Ψ 7→ Ψ˜ ≡ ei(6/5)(e2/a)t/~Ψ, not changing A♯
rad
(t, s; q) and φ♯(s; q), and
which does not change the physical output of the model — i.e., Ψ and Ψ˜ produce the
same ̺ and J , and also E♯rad(t, s; q) and B
♯
rad(t, s; q) are unaltered. Thus, Ψ˜ satisfies
i~∂tΨ˜(t, q) = (Hhyd(q) +Hint(t, q) +Hrad(t, q)) Ψ˜(t, q), (97)
where
Hhyd(q) := − ~22me∆q − e
2
|q| , for |q| ≥ 2a, (98)
(regularized when |q| < 2a) is Schro¨dinger’s Hamiltonian of hydrogen in the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation, where
Hrad(t, q) := E
f
rad(t, q), (99)
and where Hint(t, q) is defined by (93)–(99) as
Hint(t, q) :=
1
2me
∣∣P fel∣∣2 + i ~2me∇q · P fel + i ~meP fel · ∇q, (100)
with P f
el
depending on (t, q), as defined above.
We would like to show that an initial state consisting of a slightly perturbed
excited stationary state with angular momentum eigenvalue > 0 will launch an evo-
lution which involves the emission of electromagnetic radiation with the correct spec-
tral frequency for hydrogen, and the transition of the atomic Ψ˜ to a less excited level,
ultimately to the ground state wave function, terminating the emission. So far we
have only been able to deduce the emission part of this narrative, but we have not
been able to prove that the transition to the ground state will inevitably happen.
Yet we have been able to obtain some supporting theoretical evidence in favor of this
scenario. To present our reasoning, it suffices to focus on a representative case, and
we choose the Lyman-α line.
Thus, let ǫ > 0 be tiny (ǫ ≪ 1) and suppose the initial state is the electrostatic
♯-field plus Ψ˜(0, q) =
√
(1− ǫ) Ψ˜2,1,0,+(0, q) +
√
ǫ Ψ˜1,0,0,+(0, q).
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We now restrict the further discussion to the situation in which the time-evolved
wave function Ψ˜(t, q) remains in the negative energy subspace of the usual hydrogen
Hamiltonian − ~2
2me
∆q − e2|q| , assuming that such a scenario exists. By the complete-
ness of the hydrogen eigen-wave functions in this subspace, we can use variation of
constants and expand the solution thus,
Ψ˜(t, q) =
∑
n∈N
e−iEnt/~
n−1∑
ℓ=0
ℓ∑
m=0
∑
ς∈±
cn,ℓ,m,ς(t)ψn,ℓ,m,ς(q), (101)
with cn,ℓ,m,ς(0) = 0 except when n = 1, ℓ = 0 = m, ς = +, or n = 2, ℓ = 1, m = 0,
ς = +. If the coefficients cn,ℓ,m,ς(t) change slowly in time in the initial phase of the
evolution, compared to the very short time scale defined by the reciprocals of the
Bohr frequencies of hydrogen, then for awhile the wave function Ψ(t, q) continues to
be dominated by the linear superposition of the ground state and the first excited
state. By the same mathematical reasoning as used by Schro¨dinger (except that
Schro¨dinger thought that he was speaking about the actual electromagnetic fields,
caused by actual oscillating charge and current-vector densities), this now implies
that the expected charge and current densities will in a neighborhood of the ini-
tial instant show a harmonic oscillation predominantly at the Lyman-α frequency,
and that therefore the expected ♯ fields begin to exhibit an outward propagating
electromagnetic wave with the Lyman-α frequency. Since the hydrogen eigen-wave
functions are exponentially concentrated near the proton, with the Bohr radius being
the confinement scale (essentially), the expected electromagnetic radiation will be es-
sentially spherical, moving away from the center of the atom (our origin of space).
For the expected ♯ fields to behave this way, the ♯ fields themselves have to spread
essentially with the speed of light radially away from every q, but the effect will only
be significant for q in a Bohr-radius-sized vicinity of the proton. We remark that
the ♯ fields themselves will not oscillate just with the Lyman-α frequency but with
all higher harmonics as well.
This concludes the argument for why there will be emission of electromagnetic
radiation, with the expected values of the ♯ fields oscillating at angular frequency
ωn,1, in the vicinity of the initial instant. We next address the more subtle issue of
the duration of the emission process. This discussion will be more tentative.
The usual explanation of what is happening in nature is that an atom transits
from an excited energy state to a lower energy state at the expense of emitting the
energy difference through electromagnetic radiation (a photon, say). Total energy,
consisting of the sum of the energies of the atom and the radiation field, is conserved.
The usual atomic Hamiltonian used in these calculations does feature in our
model, viz. Hhyd for hydrogen. Also, a natural candidate for the radiation field
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energy Hamiltonian features in our model, viz. Efrad. In addition there features what
we called the interaction Hamiltonian Hint; presumably this will only be a small
perturbation, for the essentially spherical emission process of the radiation should
result in a nearly vanishing P fel.
The part of the usual narrative associated with the increase of radiation energy is
readily confirmed. Initially the radiation field component was zero, but an expected
radiation ♯ field is created as we have argued before, and so the Maxwell field energy
computed with the expected radiation fields increases. This energy functional is a
lower bound to the expected energy of Efrad, by Jensen’s inequality. Thus 〈Hrad〉
becomes positive, i.e. it increases from its initial value of 0.
The other part of the narrative, the accompanied decrease of the expected atomic
energy 〈Hhyd〉, does not seem to have such a straightforward vindication. Whereas
H = Hhyd in Schro¨dinger’s equation (1) so that 〈Hhyd〉 stays constant, in our model
the Hamiltonian H = Hhyd +Hint +Hrad, and so
d
dt
〈Hhyd〉 =
〈
1
i~
[Hhyd, (Hint +Hrad)]
〉
, (102)
and the right-hand side is clearly not manifestly zero. Of course, this observation
does not imply that 〈Hhyd〉 will decrease when the atom starts in the stipulated initial
state.
What we can conclude, however, is that if 〈Hhyd〉 decreases as a consequence of
the emission of electromagnetic radiation then, since Hhyd is bounded below, the
evolution of Ψ(t, q), starting in our initial state, will inevitably approach the ground
state asymptotically in time. Note that by our hypothesis that 〈Hhyd〉 decreases as
a consequence of the emission of radiation, 〈Hhyd〉 cannot settle down to a value
between the ground state and the first excited state, for then Ψ would have to be in
a superposition of eigen states, which inevitably leads to the emission of radiation
(as explained above) and to the further decrease of 〈Hhyd〉.
Now, for it to be possible that 〈Hhyd〉 approaches its ground state value asymp-
totically, (102) would have to approach zero asymptotically. We will now see that
this scenario is compatible with the dynamical equations.
Namely, as shown earlier, if the atom is in its ground state Ψ, then the associated
velocity field v vanishes. Thus the radiation ♯-field equations become q-independent
and the emission of radiation inevitably would fade away, compatible with 〈Hhyd〉
ending its decrease. Although the already emitted ♯-field radiation is time- and space-
dependent, since this electromagnetic radiation leaves the Bohr-radius-sized region of
the atom at the speed of light, it very soon after the essential ending of the emission
process will become effectively q-independent. The large amplitude region of the ♯-
field radiation will be concentrated below a spherical shell of radius ct away from the
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origin, and the integrals Efrad and P
f
el should become essentially independent of q for
q in the atomic vicinity of the proton (origin), and exponentially (in |q|) suppressed
in the expected value functional. Moreover, the integrals Efrad and P
f
el
should become
essentially time-independent, too, because of the energy-momentum conservation for
free Maxwell radiation fields (which is what q-independent ♯ fields are). As such,
the commutator
〈
1
i~
[Hhyd, Hrad]
〉
essentially vanishes, and 〈Hhyd〉 becomes essentially
constant.
With the just described scenario the radiation Hamiltonian becomes effectively
a constant number that is being added to the hydrogen Hamiltonian. But this
Hamiltonian has the same eigen-wave functions as the initial Hamiltonian. Thus,
the assumption of the atom settling down to the ground state wave function of the
traditional hydrogen Hamiltonian, accompanied by the dynamical emission-of-“a-
flash-of”-radiation scenario, seems well compatible with our dynamical quantum-
mechanical equations.
The notion of the “flash” here has only been made plausible to the extent that
the emission process is of an essentially finite duration. To qualify as “flash” in the
usual sense of the word one would have to establish that this finite emission time
interval is extremely short, something that can be decided only after a detailed study
of the dynamics of our system of equations.
3.5.1.ii: Presence of laboratory-generated static Eext
lab
and Bext
lab
Everything we discussed in the previous subsection generalizes to the case of
hydrogen when the ♯-fields include laboratory-generated static Eextlab and B
ext
lab. Of
course, since we have neglected electron spin so far, the anomalous Zeeman effect of
hydrogen would not show up.
3.5.1.iii: Incorporating electron spin
We can easily generalize all this to an electron with spin by switching from
Schro¨dinger’s to Pauli’s equation. Thus, Ψ(t, q) becomes a two-component Pauli
spinor, and the Schro¨dinger equation (93) is replaced by the Pauli equation(
i~∂t − Ef(t, q)
)
Ψ(t, q) = 1
2me
(
σ ·
(
−i~∇q − P fel(t, q)
))2
Ψ(t, q). (103)
For a spinor, the density ̺ = Ψ†Ψ = |Ψ+|2 + |Ψ−|2, where the suffix ± indicates the
upper and lower components of the Pauli spinor, and the probability current density
J(t, q) = ℑ
(
Ψ†(t, q) 1
me
(
~∇q − iP fel(t, q)
)
Ψ(t, q)
)
. (104)
It should be clear from our discussion so far that one now gets the correct nonrela-
tivistic hydrogen spectra, including the anomalous Zeeman effect and the Stark effect.
Relativistic corrections, such as spin-orbit coupling, are of course not included.
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3.5.2 Many-electron atoms
Everything we discussed in the previous subsections generalizes to the case of a
many-electron atom coupled with the ♯-fields. Since the spectrum of a many-electron
atom won’t come out right without electron spin, even in the absence of an applied
laboratory-generated magnetic field, we have to replace the N -electron Schro¨dinger-
type equation (64) with the N -electron Pauli-type equation
(
i~∂t −Ef (t, ~q)
)
Ψ(t, ~q) =
N∑
n=1
1
2me
(
σn ·
(−i~∇qn − P fn(t, ~q)))2Ψ(t, ~q) , (105)
with Ψ(t, ~q) an N -body Pauli spinor wave function which is antisymmetric under
the permutation group SN .
For the spectrum of the bound states in the presence of laboratory-generated
static external fields, the de facto Hamiltonian extracted from this equation is a
sum of the many-electron Hamiltonian at l.h.s.(87) plus all the Pauli terms − e~
mec
σj ·
Bext
lab
(qj). By “de facto” we mean that an irrelevant additive constant has been
subtracted from H and its spectrum.
In the general dynamical situation, also an interaction Hamiltonian Hint which is
a sum of similar expressions as before (one for each electron) emerges from (105), as
well as the by now familiar radiation Hamiltonian.
4 Systems with many nuclei
As long as we employ the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, the generalization
from a many-electron atom to a system of many electrons and many nuclei is en-
tirely straightforward. Indeed, the many-electron Pauli equation (105) governs the
evolution of the N -electron wave function with spin unchanged in its appearance.
What changes is that the P fn and E
f are now computed from solutions to the ♯-field
equations in which the source term of the constraint equation (30) includes K nuclei
rather than only one, i.e. (30) changes to
∇s ·E♯ = 4πe
( K∑
k=1
zkδ
(a)
q
+
k
(s)−
N∑
n=1
δ(a)qn (s)
)
, (106)
where the positions of the nuclei are distinguished from those of the electrons by
the superscript +. The energy of the pertinent electrostatic ♯ field solution is now
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computed to be
1
8π
∫
R3
∣∣E♯(s;~q|~q+)∣∣2d3s =3
5
e2
a
(
N +
K∑
k=1
z2k
)
+
∑∑
1≤j<k≤K
zjzke
2
|q+j − q+k |
(107)
−
K∑
k=1
N∑
n=1
zke
2
|qn − q+k |
+
∑∑
1≤j<k≤N
e2
|qj − qk|
,
provided no two charged balls of radius a overlap; for smaller distances the Coulomb
interactions are regularized. In the absence of laboratory-generated static external
fields this is the correct Schro¨dinger potential of a many-nuclei many-electron system
in Born–Oppenheimer approximation. Laboratory-generated static external fields
can be included also; we skip the calculation of the pertinent effective Hamiltonian.
5 Photons
Concerning the dynamics of an excited atom (hydrogen, say) coupled to the ♯ fields,
even the most favorable outcome in the model so far describes a scenario in which
the atom transits into the ground state while emitting a flash of electromagnetic
♯-field radiation. The expected value of which is an essentially spherical shell of
a Maxwell field. The flash of electromagnetic ♯-field radiation itself will, for each
generic position q of the electron, presumably consist of a similar spherical shell,
centered on q (significant only for q in the Bohr-radius size vicinity of the nucleus).
Clearly this is not what seems to happen in experiments: an atom which transits
from an excited to its ground state does so under the emission of photons, which
get registered in localized photon detectors. The radiation ♯ field, being spread out,
cannot in itself account for such a localized event.
However, the following notationally trivial, but conceptually radical change of
perspective brings the photon into the model.
Thus, we note that the ♯ fields, depending in addition to their variables t and s
also on the configuration space variable ~q of the N electrons, are more reminiscent
of quantum-mechanical many-body wave functions than of a classical field. It is
therefore very suggestive to contemplate that the variable s in the ♯ fields and their
♯-field equations does not represent a generic point in physical space but instead
represents the position of a photon! In the following we pursue this lead using the
example of hydrogen.
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5.1 Hydrogen plus a single photon
To emphasize this radical change of perspective, we replace s in the hydrogen problem
by qph and set q 7→ qel to distinguish the two position variables clearly. Then the
emitted electromagnetic ♯ field wave actually is (part of) a kind of two-particle wave
function. Indeed, when one compares the ♯ field wave equations and the Schro¨dinger
equation, one is struck by the fact that the feedback from ♯ fields into the Schro¨dinger
or Pauli equation is with bilinear (and square of bilinear) functionals of the ♯ fields,
but the Schro¨dinger or Pauli Ψ only participates in the ♯ field equations via v,
computed from Ψ (the ratio of two bilinear expressions in Ψ). Yet note that we
can multiply the ♯ field equations by ̺ (and by ~), and (following Heinrich Weber)
setting E♯(t, qph; qel) + iB
♯(t, qph; qel) =: eΨ(t, qph; qel), we obtain
̺(t, qel)
(
i~∂t + c~∇qph×
)
Ψ(t, qph; qel) + i~
(
J(t, qel)·∇qel
)
Ψ(t, qph; qel) = (108)
4π~J(t, qel)δ
(a)
qel
(qph),
̺(t, qel)~∇qph ·Ψ(t, qph; qel) = 4π~̺(t, qel)
(
δ
(a)
0
(qph)− δ(a)qel (qph)
)
. (109)
This reveals an actually bilinear feedback from the Ψ equation into the ♯ equations.
The coupled system of equations appears more and more on an equal footing.
But when Ψ(t, qph; qel) lives on the joint configuration space for electron and
photon, it is very tempting to let oneself be inspired by the speculations of Einstein,
de Broglie, Born, and Bohm, and to think of Ψ(t, qph; qel) as a guiding field for the
photon. (N.B.: Einstein wanted a guiding field on physical spacetime, obeying a
relativistic field equation.) Thus we need also the guiding equation for the actual
position of the photon in physical space. Let qph(t) be its position at time t. Then
it’s suggestive in this semi-relativistic setting to postulate that the photon moves by
dqph(t)
dt
= c
ℑ (Ψ∗(t, qph; qel(t))×Ψ(t, qph; qel(t)))
Ψ∗(t, qph; qel(t)) ·Ψ(t, qph; qel(t))
∣∣∣∣∣
qph=qph(t)
. (110)
Note that the rhs is homogeneous of degree 0, so even while
∫ |Ψ|2d3qphd3qel is
generally not conserved, it does not affect the law of motion.
Remark: In subsection 3.2 we noted that the evaluation of the ♯ fields with the actual
electron position qel(t) in place of the generic qel turns the ♯ fields into solutions of
the classical Maxwell–Lorentz field equations for point charges, viz. (45)–(48). In
this sense the guiding equation (110) would seem to come as close as it can get
to implementing Einstein’s idea that the classical electromagnetic field guides the
photons (Einstein’s “quanta of light”).
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Our next step is to upgrade to a quantum mechanical model of radiating hydrogen
in which a highly excited hydrogen atom may emit several photons while cascading
down to its ground state.
5.2 Hydrogen plus many photons
Photons are believed not to interact with each other directly but only through
intermediary charged particles. In quantum electrodynamics this includes virtual
electron-positron pairs, which effectively allow photon-photon scattering without a
real intermediary charged particle; but electron-positron pair creation / annihilation
is not part of the semi-relativistic so-called standard model of everyday matter, and
not part of our purely quantum-mechanical model. Therefore we will implement
many photons in such a way that they do not interact with each other but only with
the charged particles of the model (which are real, not virtual).
There are a number of requirements which a generalization of our model to a
system of equations for a hydrogen atom in the presence of many photons needs to
satisfy. First of all, since photons are spin 1 bosons, their quantum-mechanical many-
body wave function ΨL has to be permutation-symmetric. Second, the stationary
states must produce the same hydrogen spectrum as if only a single photon was
present. Trying for simplicity first to work with a symmetric Hartree state, i.e. ΨL
is a tensor product of L times the same single-photon Ψ(qℓph; qel), over ℓ = 1, ..., L,
and then generalizing to the symmetrized tensor product, one finds that the following
modification of our equations satisfies our two requirements.
Assuming L photons, the generalized ♯-field ΨL(t, ~qph; qel) (in Weber notation)
takes values in the closure of the L-fold symmetrized tensor products of single-photon
Ψ(t, qℓph; qel) over ℓ = 1, ..., L. The appropriate generalization of our single-photon
♯-field equations (108), (109) reads
̺(t, qel)
(
i~∂t + c~
∑
ℓ
∇qℓph×ℓ
)
ΨL(t, ~qph; qel) + i~
(
J(t, qel)·∇qel
)
ΨL(t, ~qph; qel) =
(111)
4π~ 1√
L
∑
ℓ
J(t, qel)⊗ℓΨLℓˆ (t, ~qℓˆph; qel)δ(a)qel (qℓph),
̺(t, qel)~∇~qph ·ΨL(t, ~qph; qel) =
(112)
4π~̺(t, qel)
1√
L
∑
ℓ
ΨL
ℓˆ
(t, ~qℓˆph; qel)
(
δ
(a)
0
(qℓph)− δ(a)qel (qℓph)
)
.
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Here, ΨL
ℓˆ
(t, ~qℓˆph; qel) is a L− 1 photon wave function with the ℓ-th component of the
L-photon ΨL, and the ℓ-th position variable qℓph, removed; ∇~qph ·ΨL(t, ~qph; qel) is a
sum over ℓ ∈ {1, ..., L} of the ℓ-th divergences which act on the ℓ-th factor of ΨL;
finally, J(t, qel)⊗ℓΨLℓˆ (t, ~qℓˆph; qel) is a L-photon wave function in which J takes the
place of the removed ℓ-th component of the original ΨL.
In the coupling terms in Schro¨dinger’s, respectively Pauli’s equation the corre-
sponding functionals Ef and P f are now sums over all L tensor components of the
corresponding three-dimensional bilinear integrals.
To see that this leads to the same hydrogen spectrum as previously discussed,
for convenience here only in the absence of laboratory-generated external fields, we
observe that the stationary states Ψ with purely electrostatic ΨL admit a separa-
tion of variables, so ΨL is a Hartree state. Note that the source term now has a
factor 1√
L
, in the bilinear expressions this becomes 1
L
, but we sum over L times the
same expression, which gives back precisely the Coulomb interaction in the hydrogen
Hamiltonian (plus the irrelevant constant self-energy terms).
This concludes our demonstration that there is a “natural” generalization of
our radiating hydrogen model from the single-photon to a many-photon version.
Whether this generalization already captures the physics of a radiating hydrogen
atom qualitatively correctly and quantitatively accurately (to the extent which can
reasonably be demanded from a semi-relativistic model of atoms and photons) is
a different, and difficult question which can only be answered after further careful
analysis of the equations.
5.3 Systems of many nuclei, electrons, and photons
It is at this point straightforward to generalize the model to systems composed of K
fixed nuclei, N electrons, and L photons. We skip writing out the equations here.
5.4 Creation / annihilation of photons?
It is remarkable that the source terms in (111), (112), which in our setup essentially
suggest themselves as logical generalizations of the empirical charge and current
density source terms in the Maxwell–Lorentz field equations, look very much like
regularized boson creation operators in “non-relativistic QFT;” cf. [TeTu2020]. In
our model so far, there is a fixed number L of photons, so what looks like photon
creation operators may well suggest that a mandatory next generalization of the
model is to work with the Fock space of all L-photon sectors, L ∈ N ∪ {0}, with a
hierarchy of equations of the type (111), (112). This then would also seem to mandate
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the incorporation of the analogues of annihilation operators into the formalism in
a similarly logically compelling manner. In keeping with the spirit of the whole
quantum-mechanical approach, this should be done without invoking the second-
quantization formalism.
There is a different possibility, though, namely that what has the appearance of
creation operators are really merely source terms for the photon wave function, not
for the photons themselves. Indeed, this is the role they effectively have played in
the setup so far. There would then be a fixed number L of photons in the model.
6 Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have developed a tentative semi-relativistic quantum-mechanical
model of electrons and photons which interact with each other and with fixed atomic
nuclei. The model accurately reproduces all the atomic and molecular (etc.) energy
spectra of the so-called standard model of everyday matter, and it also describes
the emission of photons by excited atoms. To which extent it captures the details
of such emission processes accurately is an open question which is not so easy to
answer. In any event, the semi-relativistic tentative quantum mechanics of electrons
and photons developed in this paper gets so many things right already that it seems
reasonable to expect that it will serve as an intermediate stepping stone on the way
to a completely satisfactory QM of electrons, photons, and their anti-particles. Such
a quantum mechanics should be formulated with a single joint wave function of all
these particles, not a coupled system of various partial wave functions. This joint
wave function should obey a single linear wave equation.
Before one gets there, one first may want to generalize our model by replac-
ing Schro¨dinger’s, respectively Pauli’s equations by a Dirac equation. Thus, in the
example of hydrogen we should replace (103) by(
i~∂0 − P f0 (t, qel)
)
Ψ(t, qel) = α·
(−i~∇qel − P f(t, qel))Ψ(t, qel)+mecβΨ(t, qel),(113)
where α and β are the conventional Dirac matrices, and Ψ now is a Dirac bi-spinor;
cf. [Thal1992]. This shows that the square of a bilinear expression in the ♯ fields
which entered Schro¨dinger’s, respectively Pauli’s equations, was just a consequence
of the non-relativistic approximation to a Dirac equation.
Next, also the ♯ field equations, which are generalizations of Maxwell’s field equa-
tions, presumably will have to be replaced by counterparts more deserving of the
name wave equation for a photon; see [KTZ2018] for such an equation describing a
single free photon. This photon wave equation yields a Hamiltonian with the correct
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photon energies of ~ω = ~c|k|, where ω is the angular frequency of a plane pho-
ton wave function of wave vector k, something we have not yet extracted from the
current ♯ field equations.
The many body generalization of the Dirac-type equations for electron and pho-
ton, when formulated with a single time, would generally no longer be manifestly
Lorentz-covariant; however, see [KLTZ2019] for a Lorentz-covariant model of an in-
teracting electron-photon system in 1+1 dimensions using multi-time formalism. As
emphasized already, though, the expected values w.r.t. |Ψ|2 of the single-photon
equation would yield the Maxwell equations of the expected (single) photon wave
function, and when working with a many-body Dirac equation the expected charge
and current density expressions now may also be Lorentz covariant. This suggests
an intriguing possibility, that relativity theory may only be valid in the mean —
yet since macroscopic matter consists of a huge number of particles, by a law of
large numbers the mean values would be essentially sharp in macroscopic phenom-
ena. Thus relativity theory would appear to be a law of nature only for all practical
purposes, similar to thermodynamics, not reflecting a fundamental symmetry of na-
ture. This would seem to offer a way out of the apparent conflict between Einstein’s
relativity theory (no influence outside of the lightcone) and quantum nonlocality as
established by Bell [Bell87/04].
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Appendices
A Real hydrogen wave functions
Equation (1) is precisely Schro¨dinger’s equation for hydrogen in Born–Oppenheimer
approximation. Thus, introducing αS =
e2
~c
≈ 1
137.036
(Sommerfeld’s fine structure
constant), the eigenvalues are
En = −12α2Smec2 1n2 , n ∈ N. (A.1)
For each n ∈ {1, 2, ...} there are n2 linear independent real eigenfunctions, indexed
by ℓ ∈ {0, 1, ..., n − 1} and m ∈ {0, ..., ℓ} and, for each m > 0 a parity index +
resp. −. In terms of the usual physics notation, if Y mℓ (ϑ, ϕ) with ℓ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, ...}
and m ∈ {−ℓ, ..., 0, ..., ℓ} denotes the three-dimensional spherical harmonics, which
satisfy
−∆
S2
Y mℓ (ϑ, ϕ) = ℓ(ℓ+ 1)Y
m
ℓ (ϑ, ϕ), (A.2)
and which are of the form Y mℓ (ϑ, ϕ) = Θ
m
ℓ (ϑ)e
imϕ, where Θmℓ (ϑ) is real and satisfies
− 1
sin ϑ
d
dϑ
(
sinϑ
d
dϑ
Θmℓ (ϑ)
)
+
m2
sin2 ϑ
Θmℓ (ϑ) = ℓ(ℓ+ 1)Θ
m
ℓ (ϑ), (A.3)
known as Legendre’s differential equation, then only the real, resp. imaginary parts
of the Y mℓ (ϑ, ϕ) are to be used to obtain an eigenstate with vanishing velocity field.
Thus, the real eigenfunctions are (for n ∈ N, ℓ ∈ {0, ..., n− 1}, and m ∈ {0, 1, ..., ℓ})
ψn,ℓ,m,+(r, ϑ, ϕ) = Rn,ℓ(r)Θ
m
ℓ (ϑ) cos(mϕ), (A.4)
ψn,ℓ,m,−(r, ϑ, ϕ) = Rn,ℓ(r)Θmℓ (ϑ) sin(mϕ). (A.5)
Here,
Rn,ℓ(r) =
√
(n− 1− ℓ)!
2n(n+ ℓ)!
(
2α
n
) 3
2
(
2α
n
r
)ℓ
L2ℓ+1n−1−ℓ
(
2α
n
r
)
e−αr/n, (A.6)
is the familiar radial part of the Schro¨dinger hydrogen eigenfunctions, where Lκν(ξ)
with ν ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...} and κ ∈ R+ is the associated Laguerre polynomial obtained
from the generating function (cf. [AbSt1972])
e−
τξ
1−τ
(1− τ)κ+1 =
∞∑
ν=0
τ νLκν(ξ). (A.7)
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B Ehrenfest-type theorems.
We establish a number of Ehrenfest-type theorems.
Taking the inner product of (31) with B♯(t, s) and the inner product of (29) with
E♯(t, s), then integrating each of the resulting equations over R3 w.r.t. d3s, adding
the results, then multiplying by ̺(t, q) and integrating over R3 w.r.t. d3q, we find
〈∂tEf〉(t) +
〈
(v · ∇q)Ef
〉
(t) = e
〈{[E♯ ]} · v〉 (t). (B.1)
Remark: The limit lima→0 {[E♯ ]}a is generally not well-defined.
On the other hand, for the expected field energy (53) we also compute
d
dt
〈Ef〉(t) = 〈∂tEf 〉(t) +
∫
R3
(
∂t̺(t, q)
)
Ef(t; q)d3q (B.2)
= 〈∂tEf 〉(t)−
∫
R3
(∇q · [̺(t, q)v(t, q)])Ef(t; q)d3q (B.3)
= 〈∂tEf 〉(t) +
∫
R3
̺(t, q) (v(t, q) · ∇q)Ef(t; q)d3q (B.4)
= 〈∂tEf 〉(t) +
〈
(v · ∇q)Ef
〉
(t). (B.5)
Comparing (B.2)–(B.5) with (B.1) we conclude that
d
dt
〈Ef〉(t) = e 〈{[E♯ ]}a · v〉 (t) . (B.6)
Similarly, for the generic field momentum (54) we compute
d
dt
〈P f〉(t) = 〈∂tP f 〉(t) +
〈
(v · ∇q)P f
〉
(t). (B.7)
At rhs(B.7) we now substitute rhs(54) for P f , use the ♯ field equations, and find
〈∂tP f 〉(t) + 〈(v · ∇q)P f〉(t) = e
(〈{[E♯ ]}a〉 (t) + 〈1cv × {[B♯ ]}a〉 (t)) . (B.8)
And so,
d
dt
〈P f 〉(t) = e (〈{[E♯ ]}a〉 (t) + 〈1cv × {[B♯ ]}a〉) (t) . (B.9)
From (B.8) we also obtain
d
dt
〈1
2
|P f |2〉(t) = e (〈P f · {[E♯ ]}a〉 (t) + 〈P f · (1cv × {[B♯ ]}a)〉) (t) . (B.10)
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